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It’s not uncommon for MUGS’ Team to  
be asked questions like, “If you knew  
it was going to be this hard or take this 
long, would you have still taken on this 
adventure?” Or, “Seems like it’s taking 
forever! Why do you still care?” And  
the answer is simply this:  The vision of 
what a place like MUGS can bring to 
this community is so compelling! The  
potential lives changed because of  
the access they were given to re- 
sources that enabled them to be- 
come better versions of themselves… 

You simply can’t put a price tag on that!  

Can’t see it yet? Then take for example Café Momentum, located in Dallas, Texas. 
Since January 2015, Café Momentum has worked with over 750 young men and 
women through their 12-month internship program where participants rotate 
through all aspects of the restaurant. Their program offers income, training, and the 
opportunity to learn life and social skills. Interns work through every station, and 
each offers a unique opportunity to practice the skills they are learning as well as a 
chance to find what they are good at and what they like doing. “One example”, 
says owner Chad Houser, “is learning to disagree appropriately.” A skill we could all 
benefit from!  
 
“The interns at Café Momentum are enthusiastic and eager to learn! We have seen 
firsthand that with the right support and care, people can achieve their true 
potential!” By engaging, inspiring, and  equipping, Café Momentum is changing  
           lives! Now imagine bringing this kind of life 
                       and energy to downtown Loudonville and  
           north-central Ohio!  
           Yes! Worth every effort!
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